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The hands
with them disinfected.
i iould be washed frequently.
During an epidemic every one
should avoid crowded,
places, should dress warmly, keep dry,
eat simple food, exercise scrupulous
cleanliness and avoid getting over
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us something about that in a talk
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school year was the presenting of two vinced one that she was on her job letter are: Bob Turner, Terrel Benge,
and every minute. Katherine is living up
debates between the junior-seniAdkins, Howard Evans, Dick
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Margaret Notson, as third Parker, Marvin Gammell, Merle Beck- The senior team, composed of Orrin bater.
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argument,
and
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chie, with Louise Thomson
Ayers as alternates, entered the lists they were under rapid fire, Evelyn and Gerald Slocum,
against the junior team, supported by Swindig was the negative third speakBill Bucknum, captain of the team,
Marvin Gammell, Bobby Turner and er, and presented her speech in a gave a short talk in which he ex
Leonard becalla and his lead
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Johnson then gave in
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The seniors supported the negative and gave a very decisive delivery. The
of wearing these letters. Ho
Tha decision of the judges was two for said that everyone should remember,
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o
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editor-in- Then, Thomson was
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cause so well that he seemed the hero
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of news writing to be
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The Heppner light weight basketMiss Thelma Forbes of lone was a
view decidedly well. Closing the de- ball team made a trip to lone for the
visitor in Heppner High school on
bate Marvin gave the rebuttal for the
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o
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the hands of the lone boys.
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up. The judges' decision was two for accuracy
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since they first met.
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Mildred Green was a visitor in High
debate was very close, almost resultHeppner (5): Rod Thomson f, G. school Friday afternoon.
She came
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debate.
they were nearly equalled by the ju in g, J. Casteel
g; lone (15): Hum- - Mildred stated that she was going to
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lomos, was very much upset
abilities all year. This debate was beal g, W. Akers g.
strong enough.
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t h e other day when she
o
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composed of Fletcher Walker, Evelyn ball team
defeated the lone grade ing "I Love You" when the door openpriceless family album was
Swindig and Katherine Bisbee, with school, 917,
night.
Thursday
last
ed and Mr. Johnson came in. Miss
Mary Beamer and John Parker as alnearly a wreck, and things
The line-uWright said, "Just in time, Mr. John-sen.- "
ternates. The sophomores had some
generally in great disorder.
Heppner (9) : Roy Gentry f, Alex
trouble in deciding on debaters, as Ulrich f, James McNamee c, Richard
But Grandma, keen for
appointed
those who were first
could Walker g, Earl Thomson g: lone (7)
Marjorie French says that she and
Dorothy Herren substinot serve.
her years, was not long in
Akers f, Swanson f, Cool c, Ritchie g, Bill Driscoll are too bashful to give a
tuted for Paul Jones, and Terrel McCabe g. Subs: Heppner, J. Far
She
placing the blame.
chemistry report so it has been arBenge for Harlan Devin, the third
'
ley, Prock; lone, Lundell, Padberg.
quizzed little Danny closely
ranged to have them give them to
member being Margaret Notson. The
o
gether.
and found out how it hapalternates were Clarence Hayes and
Organization of Ike Club.
Jack Casteel. The subject for this
pened.
Miss Milli r (in World History):
A Ukelele Club is being organized
debate was: Resolved, The Philip"Well, I just saw that
pines should be given their freedom in High school, Miss Wright being "Where did the colored race come
ello box peeking out, like
within five years.
The sophomores the leader. There are now ten mem- from?"
Cornet Green (after some pause)
upheld the affirmative and the fresh bers. Anyone playing a uke is qualiwas as HIATT & DIX'S, and
'They were born that way."
men the negative.
The judges were fied to become a member.
I just had to have some.
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INFLUENZA.
From State Board of Health.
Pandemics of influenza usually have
their origin in the East, beginning in
Asia and travelling westward until
they have encompassed the world. Influenza has been epidemic in Europe
for the past three weeks. The epidemic is reported as severe and that
pneumonia is a frequent complication.
The spread of influenza depends upon
two principal conditions
the presence of the infective agent and susceptible individuals.
The rate of
transmission depends on the proxim

. 4Z
'

Influenza attacks its victims in sucity of communities and the intimacy
Incession. It is brought by some mem
of contact between individuals.
spread
undoubtedly,
is,
fluenza
through the secretions and discharges
persons
mouth
of
and
nose
the
from
suffering from influenza, or from
those of a carrier, which gain entrance to the respiratory tract of other individuals. Droplet infection may
easily occur if susceptible individuals
are in close enough proximity to receive the particles given off in sneezing, coughing, talking, laughing, or
through any other means whereby
they are forcibly expelled from the
mouth and nose.
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ber of the family into the home, and
is conveyed to other members of the
those
familv directly or through
whom he has infected.
Objects which have been recently
with discharges from
contaminated
the nose and mouth are important
agents in conveying the virus. As in
common colds and other respiratory
infections an innumerable number of
articles may be soiled with influenzal
discharges.
The hands are a frequent means of conveyance, both by
the direct and indirect route. It
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But there wasn't any Jello
in it," said little Danny tearfully.
So Grandmother,
standing,' called
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GOING TO BUILD?

Rolled Barley
Princess Flour
Baby Chick Feeds
We Deliver Within City Limits
SAVE!

SEE US!

TUM-A-LU-

Phones:

LUMBER CO.
Heppner,

Brown Warehouse Co.

M

Lexlngtoa,

Warehouse 643, Residence 644
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BEAUTIFUL

New Dress Goods
for Milady's SPRING Dress
featuring

PETER PAN Prints and Suitings
and New Patterns in RAYON
Colorful' prints predominate in Vogue's edict for spring. Our ich
display, in advance of the season, offers milady not only a wide
range for selection, but ample time to make up her spring wardrobe as well.
All our Rayon goods are washable, fast color. Here are some
of the many that will please you:
MOHPAC, RAFFON, PRISCILLA PRINTS, DEAUVILLE
CANTONS, OXFORD FANCIES, MONTCLAIR
PRINTS, NOVELSHINE.

Malcolm D. Clark

TAYLOR MADE
Custom Clothes
We have chosen this make of custom tailored

Sperry's Mill Run

clothes for our customers because in our opinion there is nothing finer made.

Linseed Oil Meal
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Is good for lambs as well
as young calves.

Our inventory shows an
over stock of
g
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CARD OF THANKS.
I wish to sincerely thank the many
friends for the many flowers, letters,
cards and other kind remembrances
I received while at the sanitarium at
Hot Lake. They helped greatly to
lighten the burden of sickness.
MRS. FRANK RASMUS.
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10, 1927.

Alfalfa Meal
I

which will be sold at
duced prices.

re-

and repairs
for all kinds of farm
work.

AT ALL PRICES
$24.00, $30.00, $35.00, $45.00, $50.00

.Machinery

We Have

It, Will Get It, or It
is Not Made.

GILLIAM & BISBEE
HEPPNER, ORE.

Come in and leave your measure for a suit.

THOMSON BROTHERS

